Selecting the proper seat for young drivers is
extremely challenging. Steve Tillett developed this
seat fitting guide to help young drivers select the
correct Tillett seat size for their specific height and
weight. There are many seat choices, it is
recommended to select the model that best fits the
child’s measurements. The seat models differ from
size to size but be assured these are the best seat
choices for each individual driver profile. There is
a full range of rigidity choices available in all
shapes and should be considered when ultimately
making a handling decision.

When fitting a new Tillett seat you must consider the stationary position of the seat, it is typical to
select a seat that is to big. In a new seat it is wise to select a tight fit that gives the same pressure up
the whole side of the body. This will offer the best protection. With a loose fit the chances of
damaging the body are much greater than if they were to start with their body firmly up against the
side, similar to wearing a seat belt during a car crash.
To check the size, sit the driver in the seat and force your fingers down the side between their body
and the seat. There should be a resistance to placing your fingers in this gap at the chest, hip and leg
bones, it should be an even pressure. If any of these three areas are too loose, take up the gap by
filling with a sheet of hard foam to the correct thickness. Any gap top or bottom will damage the
ribs or hip bones.
The most accurate way to gauge someone’s size without fitting the seat is to use the driver’s weight
and waist size graph which is based on uncovered seats. The waist measurement is the most
important of the two so when in doubt go by this. The graph is an approximate guide and may not
work for people who are exceptionally tall or have wider than average hips. Also consider the
uncovered seats will be a little larger than the covered types due to the lack of foam and cover.

Tillett’s 2016 seat line introduces the biggest technical change in kart seat construction since the T8
injected seat was presented in 1996. Sustained results over many years conclusively prove that Tillett
products are used to win at the very highest level of karting. The huge variety of shapes and rigidity
options, and product consistency and quality, has a positive benefit on handling and set-up, whatever
chassis is used. This is proven by the fact that over many years Birelart, CRG, Energy, Alonso,
Gillard, Intrepid, Maranello, PCR, Sodikart, Swiss Hutless, Tonykart and Zanardi chassis have all
shared the major honors using Tillett Seats.
The new style T11 seat retains the popular shape, sizes and
rigidities of the handmade T11 but the new construction will give
significant improvements in accuracy and strength. The T11 is the
seat shape most often used by professional teams and drivers such as
2015 World KFJ Champion Logan Sargent and 2015 KZ World
Champion Jorrit Pex. With young drivers growing taller, there was a need
to drop the center of gravity. Tillett designed the T11 line to obtain an even
lower driving position than the T5 and at the same time keeping an upright shoulder position which
allows a driver to retain full control of their kart without upsetting the weight distribution. The flat
area on the bottom of the T11 seat is larger than the T5 and the back angle is 58°. Tillett’s newly
developed molding technique has allowed them to make their seats with a smooth front and back
surface, a consistent laminate thickness and also has the ability to tune the rigidity. The new style T11
benefits from a specially developed high strength resin that contains a much higher fiber content
which makes it more robust during drilling and impacts.
The new style T11 seat is available in different finishes. The standard is a clear composite. The white
fiber, silver fiber and carbon fiber front are available for an additional cost.
The rigidities available in the new style T11 are the super flexible VTi often used in Junior I/Cadet,
the flexible T11VG used in Rotax Max, the mid-range rigidity T11t which is the most popular for all
classes and fits between the flexible VG and standard T11.

In 1990 the T5 seat was the first kart seat to feature the “flat bottom”. The
back angle is 63°, which helps achieve a low center of gravity and still
retains a more upright driving position.
The T5 is very popular with the 8 to 12 year old drivers in Junior I/Cadet
classes using both the Ccd and XScd sizes. The new style T5 is
manufactured using the same new construction method which will create
the same smooth surface inside and out.

The T8 seat is one of the most popular seat shapes made by Tillett Racing
Seats. The T8 has a 63° seat angle and the composite quality is perfect
creating two smooth sides which keep a clean professional image throughout
the life of the seat. The T8 was the first kart seat to be made using the RTM
production method. This system makes strong fiberglass moldings with
uniform quality and thickness. The process also speeds up production
keeping the T8 price below that of the handmade models.

Tillett Kart Racing Seats are unique in that they can be bought in different rigidities plus the hybrid
VGR. Changing the seat rigidity alters the amount of weight transferred to the outside front tire. It
is also partly responsible for the amount the inside rear wheel is able to lift through the corners. This
gives you the ability to balance a chassis that may not be perfectly adjusted for the track surface,
driving style or weather conditions. Tillett seats are made to set specifications to ensure each seat
made will be the same size and rigidity. The standard generic seats supplied with many karts are
cost driven and often inconsistent in rigidity and strength.

The flexible VG seats are a favorite with the Rotax Max drivers and almost always used to win the
competitive Euro Max series. “V” seats are made of non-standard composite materials, they are
light in weight and we find the VG seats have good results in all different classes.
The super-flexible VTi uses the same material specifications and produces the most flexible seat
possible. The Junior I/Cadet classes prefer this combination.
The “t” was recently developed for the European Tag and Shifter classes (KF and KZ) and will soon
be the “go to rigidity” for karts falling between the popular Standard and VG rigidities. The T11t
was used in an OTK chassis by Logan Sargeant to win the 2015 KFJ World Championship and by
Jorrit Pex to win the 2015 KZ World Championship.

The standard rigidity is used by amateurs and professionals alike to meet normal tuning needs. The
standard rigidity model of each shape only has the letter “T” plus its number, for example T11.

Seat fitting is the most time consuming job on the kart. Accurate positioning of a seat is very
important and also difficult when considering varying shapes, sizes and driver sitting preference.
Positioning a seat as little as 3/16” off will be detectable in lap times. The driver is half the weight of
the vehicle so if their weight is out of position the kart will be unbalanced and difficult to set up.
Many chassis manufactures supply you with a set of seat mounting dimensions which can confuse
you unless you are using the exact shape and size of the seat used to get that information.
Recommended seat settings:
For all LO206, Animal, Clone and World Formula classes it is recommended depending on the
grip required, the bottom of the seat be set flush with or to the middle of the longitudinal
frame rail.
For KF, KZ, Rotax, TaG (US) and Shifter (US) classes the seat sits below the frame rails.
Steve Tillett recommends for chassis less than 6 years old (tubes are lower on newer chassis)
set the seat 3/16” below the frame rail. For chassis more than 6 years old set the seat 9/16” be
low the frame rail.
To get the correct seat measurement as it relates to the frame rails use two 2” x 4” pieces of tubing
wide enough to span the chassis where the seat will be placed with enough overhang to be clamped to
the frame rails.
Setting the seat for the LO206, Animal, Clone and World Formula classes, first clamp the tubing to
the bottom of the frame rail. Place spacers up to 1/2” on top of the tubing and tape them in place.
Next place the seat on top of the spacers. (TIP: a weight inside the seat will help keep it stable and
upright). When installing a flat bottom seat it is best to use the angle built into the seat when
positioning the seat.
Setting the seat for KF, KZ, Rotax, TaG (US) and Shifter (US) classes, to achieve the 3/16”
measurement place the spacers between the top of the tubing and the bottom of the frame rail. Once
the correct measurement is reached clamp the tubing in place. Next place the seat on the tubing to
make it stable and in the ideal position. When installing a flat bottom seat it is best to use the angle
built into the seat when positioning the seat.
Next you must get the second vital dimension which is the actual position of the drivers back. In
order to get the correct balance in the chassis it is important to understand where the drivers back is
in relation to the rear axle. Take a 90° line (approximate) from one side of the spine recess and
measure the shortest distance to the axle surface (the spine recess runs down the middle of the back
of the seat). You must not use the spine recess to measure this it varies in depth to much between
each type of seat. With a 155 pound driver this dimension is currently an average of 6 3/8” but can
be further back around 5 3/8” on a shifter (see dim. 2). Karts aged between 2005 to 2009 use 7” and
pre 2005 use 8 1/2”. Please note bolting a substantial amount of lead weight to the back of the seat
can make a difference to the seat position, it will force you to position the seat further forward to
achieve the same balance.

Before marking the holes, bend the flat metal tabs of the seat struts so the flat parts are parallel to
the surfaces of the seat. You can use a large adjustable crescent wrench to do this. Mark the holes, a
good tip is to put a blob of paint on the end of an 8M bolt and pass the bolt through the strut spotting
the seat in all the four main mounting points. Drill all four mounting points, use the nylon seat
washers between the composite and the seat struts (additional spacers, rigid (not rubber) may be
used to fill any gaps between the struts and the seat). Tighten the bolts until very tight. The quantity
of spacers must be correct to ensure the composite is not pulled out of its natural shape and to keep
the seat in the desired position. Extra seat struts can now be fitted if used. Keep the head of the bolt
away from the top edge of the seat to eliminate bruising of the ribs.
When you are completely satisfied with the performance of the kart, record the position, size and
shape of the correctly fitted seat. Also record the measurements of the furthest forward edge of the
seat to the main chassis rail where your heel would normally rest and from the axle surface up to the
top edge of the seat (see Dim. 1). Keep the dimension that the seat shows below the chassis tubes
however, remember these two dimensions are only applicable to that specific seat size and chassis
model.
Prepare the seat for wet weather by drilling two holes for water drainage at the lowest point of the
seat. The seat is now ready for use. Remember to consider your rain tires may be different diameter
than the dry tire, check that there is sufficient ground clearance when fitting rain tires.
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